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Event Planning 

• Fixed a defect with event duplication in which the targeted entities of 
decontamination site were not being copied over in the duplicated event. 
[ATSSIM-2413] 

• Fixed a defect where extraction distance was not being copied for 
extraction sites when duplicating an event [ATSSIM-2447] 

• Implemented the ability to give a participant a role that is not in their 
organization. Users across organizations can have the same role and have 
emails sent to one role, rather than multiple roles that have the same 
name. The organization is now displayed in parentheses beside the role 
name when assigning roles and selecting senders or recipients for 
simulated injects. [ATSSIM-2463] 

Master Scenario Event List (MSEL) 

• Fixed a defect where users could not see more than one page of the table 
for viewing tasks assigned to their injects. 

• Fixed a defect for when you hit edit it would add unselected tasks 
automatically. 

Simulation Capability 

• Fixed a defect where entities would fail to process in Decon Action sites. 

• Fixed a defect when editing a Decon site the LOGSTAT report could record 
incorrect information for supplies.  If there were multiple action sites 
containing the same master entity supplies, reports would pull data from 
the other sites in addition to its own when editing a site. [ATSSIM-2442] 

• Fixed a defect where users in a station could not find entities in their task 
organization via search or the find in task organization button in the entity 
tooltip [ATSSIM-2435 & ATSSIM-2436] 

• Fixed a defect where users could not upload attachments to simulated 
emails. 



• Fixed a defect where the simulation would crash if you deleted equipment 
from an entity that was colliding with an event. [ATSSIM-2456] 

Mobile Observer 

• Fixed several styling issues within the Mobile Observer tool [ATSSIM-2412].   
o The footer bar within the Observation recording page that contains 

the ability to switch between the Observation Data and Inject data is 
now fixed to the bottom.   

o Updated the Expected Player Actions field to wrap the data that is 
contained within it, so it is easier to read. 

o Updated the Observation Title field to wrap the data that is 
contained within it, so it is easier to read.  

o Addressed some socket issues that was causing the data to not be 
automatically displayed upon save. 

o Update the behavior of the back button while in the observation 
recording page to take the user back to the MSEL list. 

Master Simulation Components 

• Fixed a defect where users could not see a Fuel Attribute Class for their 
equipment – vehicle entities. 

Licensing 

• Fixed a defect where certain users with affiliate licenses were unable to log 
in, getting an error that there were no licenses available [ATSSIM-2453] 

Reporting 

• Fixed defects when saving a full report revolving around the time displayed 
in the file name and report data. File name now properly displays the start 
date and start time followed by the end time in your local time zone rather 
than in UTC. For PERSTAT, report data now shows the simulation time at 
the time the report was generated. For LOGSTAT and SITREP, report data 
shows the end time that was selected before generating the full report. 
Also fixed typo in the word SITREP. [ATSSIM-2431 & ATSSIM-2446] 

• Add the ability for users to choose what unit of volume they viewed their 
fuel in when performing quick reports. 


